InfinIT brings together researchers and businesses around innovative IT projects

Test your research in practice – and get inspiration for new research areas

Get access to state-of-the-art knowledge of IT – and how to use it

Innovation network for IT

Do you want to take part in setting the digital agenda of the future?

InfinIT is your pathway to the most outstanding IT researchers and innovative companies in Denmark. Whether you represent a small or medium-sized enterprise or a public organisation, InfinIT helps you add value to your business with state-of-the-art IT.
Get access to knowledge
Participants in InfinIT’s focus groups and events get direct access to the latest knowledge from leading Danish researchers. When companies, public institutions and researchers meet to network and exchange knowledge and ideas, this often results in both commercial projects and publicly funded development projects. Our focus areas include:

- Embedded Systems Engineering
- Tracking & Positioning Services
- Processes & IT
- Big Data & Business Intelligence
- Future Technologies in Smart Society
- Security
- Usability & Interaction Design

Get access to project funding
InfinIT’s matchmaking funds are allocated for e.g. prototype development, proof-of-concept, concept development or challenge/solution-driven workshops. Members of InfinIT can apply for funds.

Get better at applying for EU grants
EU’s research programmes are an excellent opportunity to acquire new knowledge and competence by joining a network of international companies and research institutions. InfinIT helps you optimise your application process and provides advice on how to enter into partnership agreements to benefit from EU research grants.

Read more at www.infinit.dk